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arts/entertainment

The Paintings of Brian Johnson,
An Ex-Addict Turned Artist
by Peter Dorfman
Artist Brian Johnson makes people uncom-
fortable. He knows it and he’ll apologize 
repeatedly. Some of his paintings also evoke 
strong, confl icted responses. But he’ll never 
apologize for that.

Self-taught, Johnson has only been 
painting for three years. He paints familiar 
landscapes and interiors, but in a riotous 
palette that defi es realist art conventions. 
“The painters I meet, the people who judge 
competitions — they don’t want art,” he as-
serts. “They want idealized pictures of rural 
Indiana. I’m not here to do that.”

But some in the art world fi nd a remark-
able quality in Johnson. “Brian has the drive 
that ends up creating the distinctive work 
that becomes history,” says John Michael 

Carter, a prominent Louisville-based realist 
painter whom Johnson sought out last year 
for mentoring. “It’s usually not academic 
painters like me whose voices are remem-
bered. Brian could be that kind of voice.”

Johnson, 33, hails from Austin, Indiana, 
in Scott County. The tiny town of about 
4,000 made news in 2015 when 190 cases of 
HIV were reported, mostly among intrave-
nous drug abusers. 

“The BBC [British Broadcasting Corp.] 
did a story,” Johnson recalls. “The governor 
visited. They set up a needle exchange. And 
then they just left. I’m not ready to leave. I 
want to give this town something better to 
be known for.”

Johnson went to Bellarmine University 
in Louisville, Kentucky, on a basketball 
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scholarship, but was hampered by back injuries. Prescribed opioids 
for the pain, he became addicted. An overdose on New Year’s Eve, 
2010, nearly killed him. In recovery, he leaned on his family and faith 
and, ultimately, discovered his passion for painting.

Family and friends are troubled by the rambling Facebook 
posts in which Johnson starkly reveals these experiences. Some 
of his paintings have drawn similar reactions. My Cookie Jars is a 
traditional still life, but depicts an arrangement of pill vials around a 
bourbon bottle. Many recoil from the painting, others admire it, but 
Johnson clearly feels it is one of his most important works.

On a recent visit with Austin High School students, the artist 
talked about the dangers of drugs, painting to the accompaniment 
of the hip-hop music he listens to constantly. Johnson says he feels 
he reached some of those kids. He also says he discovered a kind of 
manic performance art, which he has embraced. 

Johnson has sold more than 50 paintings through Facebook. He 
has been dismissive of the gallery market, where exhibitors gener-
ally take hefty commissions on each sale. Nevertheless, he is hoping 
to exhibit in Bloomington in the near future. 

When discussing his work, Johnson maintains an excited stream-
of-consciousness monologue, frequently jabbing his paintings with   

(opposite page) Johnson’s still life, My Cookie Jars. (above) Works by the artist. 
Photos by Frank Schweikhardt
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 a finger to make a point. “I want 
to show you a magic trick,” he says. 
Turning o� all of the lights in his 
garage studio, leaving only the dim 
light from the curtained windows, 
the paintings somehow glow.

“I made these paintings to look 
more real in low light,” he explains. 
“They’re all about the light.” *

(above and right) Works by artist  
Brian Johnson.  
Photos by Frank Schweikhardt
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